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“5 Ways To Create PDF
eBooks & Special Reports
Without Adobe Acrobat”
by Jim Edwards

How to get your ebook or special report ready for
distribution on the web… without spending $249 on
Adobe Acrobat Software to do it!
You now own the reprint and redistribution rights to this ebook. It’s your free!
This is a $249.00 value… because that’s how much you save by not having to buy the
Adobe Acrobat Software!
You can reprint, resell or redistribute this report for any price you’d like and you keep
100% of the profits! Or, you can use the ebook as a free bonus or premium and give it
away. It’s your choice. The only restriction: you cannot modify the ebook in any way.
Inside this special report you’ll learn how to convert your ebook or special report
into the popular PDF format so virtually every user on the Internet is a potential
reader… without buying expensive software!
Note: If would you like to know how to make this ebook your 24/7 “digital salesperson”?
– click here to find out more on the eBook Fire affiliate program.

Pass This Report to a Friend!
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Limits of Liability / Disclaimer of Warranty:
The authors and publisher of this book and the accompanying materials have used their
best efforts in preparing this program.
The authors and publisher make no representation or warranties with respect to the
accuracy, applicability, fitness, or completeness of the contents of this program.
They disclaim any warranties (expressed or implied), merchantability, or fitness for any
particular purpose.
The authors and publisher shall in no event be held liable for any loss or other damages,
including but not limited to special, incidental, consequential, or other damages.
As always, the advice of a competent legal, tax, accounting or other professional should
be sought. The authors and publisher do not warrant the performance, effectiveness or
applicability of any sites listed in this book. All links are for information purposes only and
are not warranted for content, accuracy or any other implied or explicit purpose.
This manual contains material protected under International and Federal Copyright Laws
and Treaties.
Any unauthorized use of this material is prohibited.
Adobe, Adobe Acrobat and related names are the property or Adobe Systems
Incorporated.
No relationship with or endorsement of this publication by Adobe Systems Incorporated
should be inferred.
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About the Author
Jim Edwards
Jim Edwards is a dynamic and entertaining speaker who has
developed, marketed and operated outrageously profitable
online businesses for both himself and his clients worldwide
since 1997.

Jim publishes a FREE no-holds-barred, “tell it like it is” multi-media newsletter at
www.IGottaTellYou.com - listen and watch online as Jim teaches you the secrets to
making “real” money online!
Jim also operates one of the most successful ebook affiliate programs online at
www.ebookfire.com
Jim is a frequent guest speaker nationally at conferences and seminars on such subjects as
search engine and directory traffic generation, “shoestring online marketing” and more.
He is the author and co-creator of numerous highly successful ebooks and “infoproducts”, including:
• “Turn Words Into Traffic”
Finally, the secret to Non-Stop, FREE, Targeted Website Traffic! How to write
and publish articles online that bring an “avalanche” of website visitors and
customers!
•

“eBook Secrets Exposed”
How to make massive amounts of money with your own ebook… whether you
wrote it or not!

•

The Lazy Man's Guide to Online Business
How to Work Less... get Paid More... and have tons more Fun! Learn the Super
“Lazy Achiever” Mindset!

•

How to Write and Publish your own eBook... in as little as 7 Days
"… even if you can't write, can't type and failed high school English class!"

•

33 Days to Online Profits
“Finally, the First Practical, Step-By-Step, Roadmap for Internet Success No
Matter What Product or Service You Sell... 100% Guaranteed!"
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•

Affiliate Link Cloaker Software
Keeps Internet “Pickpockets” from stealing your affiliate commissions!

•

Selling Your Home Alone
Sell your house yourself and save THOUSANDS in Realtor commissions!

•

The TEN Dirty Little Secrets of Mortgage Financing
How to save THOUSANDS in fees and unnecessary interest on your next
mortgage loan!

•

Immediate Money Immediately
"Finally... Here's What You REALLY Need To Make FAST CASH on the
Internet!"

Jim lives in Williamsburg, Virginia with his wife, daughter and four dogs.
He enjoys writing, walking, softball, playing video games and listening to Elvis, Frank
Sinatra, and Willie Nelson.
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Click Here to Sign Up For My Free Newsletter!
"I Gotta Tell You"... It's a GREAT Newsletter!

"The Greatest Gold-Mine Of Tips, Tricks,
Tools and "Naked Truth" Advice
For Making Money and Doing Business
Online Ever Crammed Into One
Newsletter"

•

How To Get TRAFFIC... TRAFFIC... and More
TRAFFIC...

•

Ask Me Questions and Get Your Answers in the
Newsletter...

•

How To Really Make Money Selling Information
Products...

•

Expert "Insider" Interviews from some of the
brightest minds online!

Sign Up NOW and Get an Incredible FREE Bonus:
You get Instant Access to my "Multi-Media Mini-Course"TM...

"How to Quickly and Easily Build
Your Own Outrageously Profitable Email List
Using This Proven Mini-Course Strategy"

! Click Here to Sign Up Now – It’s FREE! "
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The “Truth” About PDF eBooks & Special Reports
Hi, this is Jim Edwards, and welcome!
And I gotta tell you that selling ebooks and special reports is absolutely, in my opinion,
the best way to make money… especially when you’re just getting started on the Internet
and you don’t have a lot of money to spend.
I was having coffee with a friend of mine who lives in my town this morning and we
were talking about the fact that as you mature on the Internet and you manage to make
more money and you have more resources at your disposal, eventually you are going to
want to move into the area of creating physical products.
The reason for that is you can get more money. I mean, let’s face it.
You can get more money for a videotape than you can for an ebook or a special report,
even if it contains exactly the same amount of information, or even a little less
information. You can get more money for an off-line product.
The problem is that that takes capital, it takes equipment, and it takes resources that most
people don’t have when they’re first getting started.
So for me, the way I got started on the internet was selling ebooks, and that is still where
the majority of my money comes from -- selling ebooks and special reports on the web!
And so, in this report, I want to talk about how to publish your ebook or special report as
a PDF -- PDF stands for “portable document format.”
However let’s talk about a few things before we actually get to that information, because
the information about publishing the PDF is pretty straightforward.
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I am going to give you the resources and that is pretty much going to be all you need, but
I thought I would take this opportunity to talk to you about a few things, and especially if
you are not really aware of how using ebooks and special reports can make you money.
The biggest and the best thing about selling PDF’s as ebooks or special reports is quite
simply there is no printing, there is no postage and there is no delivery cost.
Last week I completed one of my, probably my biggest project to date.
It is something I am going to roll out later on in the summer, but I did a pre-publication
offer to people that were at the seminars I spoke to the last couple of months. This thing
has six VHS tapes in it, five audio CDs, and it has got three screen captures CDs that are
filled with step-by-step instructions.
Is also has almost 500 pages of printed information.
Now that cost me thousands of dollars, literally, just to put together physically and have
ready to sell.
Whereas information in an ebook or in a special report, once you got that file uploaded to
the web, the file really does not cost you anything to sell… other than a little bit of
bandwidth and some credit card processing charges.
So when you are first getting started selling, ebooks and special reports is the way to go,
because there is no printing, there is not postage, there is no delivery charge and there is
no waiting. Plus the fact that it is pure profit does not hurt either. ☺ Because when you
sell an ebook for 29 bucks, other than credit card charges, you make $29.00.
The other great thing, with selling PDF files as ebooks or special reports, is that
everything can be setup on total autopilot.
Here’s how my businesses run…
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All of my web sites out there sell these files.
They deliver for me in the middle of the night.
People buy them and I don’t have to do anything as far as product fulfillment.
The next morning I just wake up, open my email and see that I have made five, ten, 15,
20, 25 sales overnight and people have put money in my bank account. ☺
So the autopilot aspects of it are best because then all I have to worry about is driving
traffic to my sites.
When you start getting into physical products, then you’re getting into non-total
autopilot… because somebody has got to actually ship the thing.
So again, I just highly recommend this form of business for anybody that wants to start a
legitimate, real, good online business.
Selling ebooks and special reports is definitely the way to go.
The way that I like to deliver those files is through PDF files.
PDF files are those files that you view in Adobe Acrobat Reader.
What that means is that anybody who has Adobe Acrobat Reader, which is a free
software package, can view your ebook.
The great thing about that is, unlike these .exe ebooks, the executable ebooks, with a
PDF, it doesn’t matter if they’re using a PC or a Mac.
It doesn’t matter if they’re using Windows or Unix, or whatever they’re doing.
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Pretty much anybody who has a computer that will connect to the Internet can get a copy
of Adobe Acrobat Reader.
So, they are able to view your information and it really cuts down on your tech support
stuff, because Adobe Acrobat and PDF files are so stable.
And that’s another major benefit of publishing with PDF files: they’re stable.
They don’t crash… they don’t do weird stuff.
Another thing…
If you’ve been on the Internet for more than about a day and a half, you’ve noticed that
you get a little something in your e-mail box called SPAM.
And SPAM carries usually one of two things: either an offer to buy something you don’t
want or, worse, the SPAM has a virus attached to it.
So people are very, very scared of getting viruses through their e-mail and through the
Internet.
However, with PDF’s, the way those files are set up and the way they’re done, it’s very
hard for someone to get a virus through a PDF file.
Now, sure, it can happen, but you hardly ever hear about it.
And PDF files are recognized around the world as a very stable and virus-free way to
deliver information.
The other cool thing about PDF’s is that you can really control what people do with them.
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You can lock down a PDF so that somebody needs a password in order to get into it.
You can also restrict whether or not they can copy and highlight text.
You can keep someone from being able to print a PDF file. YES! You can actually turn
off printing if you want to!
You can keep them from copying and extracting information, and you can keep them
from modifying your PDF file in any way, shape or form.
The other cool thing you can do is you can put web links in it.
You can do all these different things to create a truly interactive file with PDF.
So in my opinion, until something better comes along, PDF is by far and away the best
way to sell our files… especially for ordinary users like you and me who just want to
publish information and get paid for it.
Publishing your ebooks and special reports in PDF is by far and away the best way to do
it.
Now, I’m going to be brutally honest with you here, and if you ever listened to me before
or read any of my stuff, you know that I tend to be extremely brutally honest.
The easy part is creating the PDF.
That’s right… that’s the easy part!
And you’re thinking and saying to yourself right now, “Well, wait a minute, I don’t know
how to create a PDF without Adobe Acrobat… that’s why I’m reading this report.”
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Well, don’t worry about that because when you get done reading the rest of this, you are
going to know how to create a PDF file. ☺
However, again, that’s the easy part… creating the PDF file is the easy part.
The hard part is creating an ebook or a special report that people are actually
willing to pay for.
Let me say that again in case you missed it…
The hard part is creating what people want and are willing to pay for!
You can always give stuff away for free, in fact, you’re getting this special report for
free.
But that’s a big mistake that people fall into and can never get back out of…
They create information that they think people want… but they end up creating special
reports and ebooks that they were the only ones who wanted the information. Nobody
else wants the information.
And stacked on top of that, an even harder part is not only figuring what people want, but
finding what people want so much that they are willing to pay for the information.
Because you can have a situation where people want information, but they are not willing
to pay for it.
If you create an ebook or a special report and you’re counting on making money from
sales of that thing, and then you find out that no one’s willing to pay for it, you’re in for a
lot of disappointment.
Now another big thing that people run into, and this is the hard part, is you’ve got to
know how to advertise and how to get your PDF ebook and special report out there in
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such a way that you can sell that bad boy for a cost that’s less than what you’re going to
get when you sell it.
Now that may sound pretty elementary… but there are a lot of people who have gone out
of business who had a $10,000.00 overhead in business, and they were only able to bring
in $5,000.00.
So they were $5,000.00 in the hole.
You do the same thing if you’ve got to spend $20 to sell a $19 ebook, then you’re in for
trouble unless you know how to turn that around and turn it into money.
The other kicker is being able to find people to help you sell your ebook or special report.
In other words, you’ve got to know the right techniques for finding joint venture partners
who will put your ebook out there in front of their audience and help you sell a whole
bunch of them.
Then another thing that you’ve got to be able to do is set up a web site in order to sell
your ebook on total auto-pilot.
If you set up your website wrong, all you’re going to do is just give yourself a whole lot
of headaches and, instead of having this little oil well out there on the Internet spitting out
money for you week after week, month after month, year after year, you have just created
for yourself a part-time job that eats up more time than your full-time job… and you’ll
end up throwing up your hands in disgust.
So I would encourage you to do this…
Once you have learned the information in this special report -- which by the way there are
a lot of people who are selling ways to create PDF’s that are not going to be real happy
with me in giving away this information -- and you’ve looked at these various ways of
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creating PDF’s, I would highly encourage you to learn the exact techniques and tricks
and tips that it takes to not just churn out ebooks and special reports, but make sure that
you learn:
•

How to see if a market is out there looking for your information…

•

How to tell if they’re rabid for the information you want to sell…

•

How to tell if they’re willing to pay for the information…

•

How to advertise and find joint venture partners who can help you sell your
ebook or special report…

•

“eBook Secrets Exposed”
How to make massive amounts of money with your
own ebook… whether you wrote it or not!

•

How to Write and Publish your own eBook...
in as little as 7 Days
"… even if you can't write, can't type and failed
high school English class!"

Make sure that you don’t just learn how to create a PDF file, but you’re actually
accomplishing what you set out to… which is to create an autopilot business that will
work for you over the long haul and not just be a flash in the pan.
So enjoy these PDF resources and feel good about the fact that you’re going to save over
a couple of hundred dollars by not having to buy the full version of Adobe Acrobat!
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5 Ways to Create PDF eBooks & Special Reports
Without Adobe Acrobat

IMPORTANT NOTE: I have not evaluated all of these programs and services… it
physically wasn’t possible.
I have used some of them and found them to work as promised.
However, you understand that I can accept no liability for their use, changes in price,
changes in service, if they don’t work as promised, even if they mess up your files or
computer, etc. I can only provide the information.

Ok – I’ll admit it… there are more than 5 resources here!
The more I dug around, the more resources I found and rather than being stingy with
them… I figured I’d share ☺
But, here’s the deal…
As with any free tools, shareware tools or low cost tools… you get what you pay for!
Some of these links might go bad…
Others might not do everything you want when you convert your files…
Some of these resources have limited functionality…
Some don’t convert web links…
Some don’t lock down the file unless you purchase the upgrade…
Others may work perfectly for what you need them to do!
BUT – in the end – spending $39-49 for a stable program that does the basic stuff you
need beats $249 for the full version of Adobe Acrobat any day of the week! ☺
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First, prepare your ebook, report or other document in a word processor, such as
Microsoft Word, and make sure you fully proofread and edit the final version.
The reason for carefully finalizing your document comes from the fact that once you
convert the file to a PDF you can’t edit the text without owning the full Adobe Acrobat
program.
Your two best options are:
1. http://createpdf.adobe.com - Once your file is ready to convert, log on to
http://createpdf.adobe.com where the title of the page should say “Create Adobe
PDF Online”. Click on “free trial”, complete the short sign up process, and Adobe
will email you a sign up confirmation. Upon activating your account, you can
convert up to five documents for free, though it may force you to split your
documents into smaller parts if converting the whole file will exceed the free
service’s 10-minute time limit.
2. http://www.pdf995.com - If you prefer to do the conversion on your computer
instead of a remote server, check out www.pdf995.com for a free copy of their
popular “Pdf995” software suite. This collection of 3 software products allows
you to create professional quality PDF’s quickly and easily.
Others you can try are
1. http://www.ehelp.com/products/robopdf/ - RoboPDF program
2. http://www.daneprairie.com - Win2PDF program
3. http://sector7g.wurzel6-webdesign.de/pdfcreator/index_en.htm - Free PDF
converter
4. http://www.gohtm.com/ - free online converter with functionality upgrade offer
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5. http://www.alientools.com/ - PDF printer driver that acts like a printer on your
computer
6. For MAC users - http://www.jwwalker.com/pages/pdf.html
7. http://www.burrotech.com/index.php - Scan to PDF - convert printed documents
to PDF
8. http://www.webxd.com/zipguy/freepdf.htm - offers a free printer driver that prints
any file to PDF
9. http://www.verypdf.com/pdfcamp/pdfcamp.htm - converts Word DOC files to
PDF and converts hyperlinks
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